Texas A&M Majors and Potential DIA Match

College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
Agricultural Economics – ACF; F&A
Agricultural Leadership, Education, and Communications – OMI/SCE, SO
Animal Science – ACF; S&T
Biochemistry and Biophysics – ACF; S&T
Biological and Agricultural Engineering – ACF; S&T
Ecosystem Science and Management – ACF; S&T
Entomology – ACF; S&T
Horticultural Sciences – ACF; S&T
Nutrition and Food Science – ACF; S&T
Plant Pathology and Microbiology – ACF; S&T
Poultry Science – ACF; S&T
Recreation, Park and Tourism Sciences – OMI/SCE, SO
Soil and Crop Sciences – ACF; S&T
Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences – ACF; S&T

College of Architecture
Architecture – OMI/Facilities
Construction Science – OMI/Facilities
Landscape Architecture & Urban Planning – OMI/Facilities
Visualization – OMI/Info Services

Mays Business School
Accounting – F&A; IG; OMI/PA&M
Finance – F&A; OMI/PA&M
Information and Operations Management – ACF; F&A; IG; MM; OMI/PA&M
Management – F&A; ACF; IG; MM; OMI/PA&M, SO, SCE
Marketing – MM; OMI/SCE, SO, Info Services

College of Engineering
Aerospace Engineering – ACF; S&T
Biological & Agricultural Engineering – ACF; S&T
Biomedical Engineering – ACF; S&T
Chemical Engineering – ACF; S&T
Civil Engineering – ACF; S&T; OMI/Facilities
Computer Science & Engineering – IT; ACF; S&T
Electrical & Computer Engineering – IT; ACF; S&T
Engineering Technology & Industrial Distribution – ACF; S&T
Industrial & Systems Engineering – ACF; S&T
Materials Science & Engineering – ACF; S&T
Mechanical Engineering – ACF; S&T
Nuclear Engineering – ACF; S&T
Ocean Engineering – ACF; S&T
Petroleum Engineering – ACF; S&T

College of Geosciences
Atmospheric Sciences – ACF; S&T
Geography – ACF; S&T
Geology and Geophysics – ACF; S&T
Oceanography – ACF; S&T
Environmental Programs in Geosciences – ACF; S&T
Water Program – ACF; S&T

Bush School of Government & Public Service
Public Service and Administration – ACF; CI; HS; HUMINT; IG; MM/PS; OMI/PA&M, SO; Security
International Affairs – ACF; CI; HS; HUMINT; MM/IA, PS; OMI/PA&M, SO
International Policy – ACF; CI; HS; HUMINT; IG; MM/IA, PS; OMI/PA&M, SO; Security

College of Education & Human Development
Educational Administration & Human Resource Development – HS; OMI/ST
Educational Psychology – HS; OMI/ST
Health & Kinesiology – HS; OMI
Teaching, Learning & Culture – HS; OMI
Technology Management – IT; OMI

College of Liberal Arts
Anthropology – HS; HUMINT; OMI/SCE, SO
Communication – HS; HUMINT; OMI/SCE, SO
Economics – F&A; IG; MM/PA&M
English – HS; OMI/SCE, SO
International Studies – ACF; HS; HUMINT; MM/IA, PS; OMI/ST
Hispanic Studies – ACF; HUMINT; MM/IA; OMI/ST
History – MM/IA; OMI/ST
Philosophy – HS; OMI/ST
Political Science – HS; OMI/SCE, SO
Psychological & Brain Sciences – CI; HS; HUMINT; OMI/ST; Security
Sociology – HS; OMI/ST

College of Science
Biology – ACF; S&T
Chemistry – ACF; S&T
Mathematics – ACF; IG; IT; S&T
Physics & Astronomy – ACF; S&T
Statistics – ACF; IG; IT; S&T
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DIA Career Fields and Specialties

**Analysis**
- All-Source Analysis
- Scientific & Technical Intelligence

**Counterintelligence**
- Counterintelligence Agent
- Cover Support

**Finance & Acquisition**
- Acquisition Program Management
- Budget
- Contracting & Procurement Analysis
- Finance & Accounting
- Requirements Manager & Contracting Officer Representative

**Human Intelligence**
- Clandestine Collection
- Operations Support
- Overt Collection

**Human Services**
- Behavioral Sciences
- Equal Employment
- Human Resources
- Training & Education

**Information Technology**
- Cyber Security
- IT Data Specialist
- IT Engineer
- IT Mission Support
- IT Specialist

**Mission Management**
- Collection Management
- Intelligence Operations Management
- International Affairs
- Joint Capability Development & Intelligence Support to Acquisition
- Joint Intelligence Planning
- Joint Target Intelligence
- Policy & Strategy

**Office Management & Infrastructure**
- Facilities
- Information Services
- Logistics
- Program Analysis & Management
- Staff Operations
- Strategic Communications & Engagement

**Science & Technology**
- Open Source Intelligence
- Research & Development
- Technical Collection
- Technical Exploitation
- Technical Operations

**Security**
- Credibility Assessment
- Criminal Investigator
- Global Security
- Insider Threat
- Police
- Security Specialist

**General Counsel**

**Inspector General**

For more information on a career at DIA, visit our website:
[www.dia.mil/careers](http://www.dia.mil/careers)